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INTRODUCTION 

Dulong is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Gongshan Dulong and Nu 
Autonomous county in Yunnan, China, by members of the Dulong nationality 
(pop.: 6,000), and part of the Nu nationality (roughly 6,000 people). The First 
Township dialect, represented by the texts below, is spoken in Dizheng韭ng

village, in a relatively inaccessible area of the Dulong River valley, just south of 
the border of the Tibetan Autonomous Region not far from the border of 
Myanmar (Burma). The affiliations of the language are still unclear. Most 
scholars put it together with the Jinghpaw language, but there is suspicion that 
the resemblances are simply due to contact at an earlier period. Certain key 
types of morphology, such as the reflexive/middle marking, are not shared by 
Jinghpaw, and are instead shared by the Kiranti languages of Nepal (see 
LaPolla 1996, 2000b). 

Dulong is a verb-final language with both head and dependent marking 
morphology. It has semantic case marking on the NPs, the order of which is 
decided by pragmatic principles, verbal prefixes for intransitivization and 
causativization, and verbal suffixes for reflexive/middle marking and person 
mar灼ng. Person marking is hierarchical, generally of a first person argument, 
regardless of its role. Second person is marked only for number, and third 
person is generally unmarked. There is also a verbal prefix (glossed'NF') 
which acts something like an inverse marker, marking a situation where a first 
or second person referent is involved, but the actor is not a first person 
referent.2 There are two phonemic tones, level (a) and falling （切， and a reduced 
tone which appears on unstressed syllables （的 For a more thorough discussion 
of Dulong phonology and grammar, see LaPolla to appear. For other works 
which discuss Dulong and the closely related Rawang language, see the 
References. The following texts were recorded from two different informants 

1 This work was supported by a grant from City University of Hong Kong (#7000716, 
Project for Fieldwork on and Analysis of the Dulong and Anong Languages). I would like to 
express my gratitude for this support. 
2 See the Abbreviations for the glosses used for the different grammatical markers 
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in January of I 998. The first four are procedural texts, and the last three are 
traditional Dulong folk stories. In the procedural texts, a pattern of discourse 
segmentation can be seen where several clauses will end in a reduplicated verb, 
then will be followed by an unreduplicated verb. This has the sense of'Do this, 
this, this, and then this', or'Having done this, and this, then do this.'The next 
segment then generally begins'Having finished …', repeating the last verb, and 
then goes on to start another series like the one before. 
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呻女
wine do+lpl 

When we make wine, 

妒
恤

呴比
com 

we do it with com, 

呻 ti 呻
millet INST also 

we do it with millet 

HOW TO MAKE WINE 
told by Tseng Y认知 (du nu?) 

比i 必，
LNK TOP 

ti 呻
INST also 

女，
do+lpl 

女，
do+lpl 

严 tl 呻 a:,
buckwheat INST also do + 1 pl 

we do it with buckwheat 

如心
barnyard. millet 

tl 呻 3:.
INST also do+ I pl 

we do it with barnyard millet. 
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戌 妒 3．．出必税
DEM-LNK that do+lpl LNK TOP that 

When we make wine, 

3 

血 wd 迅 吐立
wine make NOM thing 

呻巳m士
also oil 

m 砰
NEG-stick NOM 

the wine-making things, they can't have any oil on them. 

幻店 均平
that DAT what 

妇 m沔的 3：如，
dried.rice NEG-stick NOM make+ l pl EMPH 

We make it that they don't have any dried rice on them either, 

如 m过叩
oil NEG-stick 

(and) no oil on them . 

氐md 女－5 必．
clean make+ l pl-REDUP LNK 

We make (them) clean. 

血 b扫 女 历i 已，
wme much-RED UP make+lpl LNK TOP 

If (we) want to make a lot of wine, 

守釭？ 亡
d 3:, 

cooking.pot LOC make+lpl 

we make it in a big pot, 

已呴LA
one wine.container 宁 訰

NOM 

one that can hold a whole wine-container's worth. 

E毡 妇加砬
DEM-LNK a.little 

If we only make a little, 

江迈I)dD－立
proper pot-pl 

立·

make+Ipl 
比i 心，
LNK TOP 

3:. 
make+lpl 

(then) we use the proper pots. 

3 比-'IJ is an alternate form of 5心1):
P 乒m 心
如s bag LOC 
hold/contain 

'I}如
nce 

珈
two 

er 
catty 

汕心I)

This bag can hold two catties. 
4 1ll used as plural. Normally the LOC 必 would be used here, but it was not used by the 
speaker 
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妒呴竘勿饵 店 口 3.. , 
that com grounds INST also make+ I pl 

(for the material used for the wine) we (can) use (roughly) ground com , 

5I)tsi ti 仁U 3... 
flour INST also make+lpl 

or we can use flour. 

E－叩

DEM-ADV5 
3..-5 
make+ 1 pl-RED UP 

必 guil

LNK say 
出i,

LNK 

After we have done this, 

妒呻 E－叩 E. 
that also DFM-ADV be 

that is also this way . 

妒妇1Jdc'il 3..-5, p.n ti (X:i:J. 
that cooked .meal make+lpl-REDUP winnowing.pan INST sprinkle+l1 

after we cook the rice, we sprinkle it with a winnowing pan. 

、，

五－mm 吐庞，
cold-weather become LNK 

If the weather becomes cold, 

虹 1mm 严6
a.little wann time 

when the (rice) is still a little wann, 

妒
恤

户幻 泣：I)
brewer's .yeast put.in+ l pl 

呴，7 ~? 
EMPH RQ 

we put in the brewer's yeast, no? 

5 twlJ seems to consist of the copula, l, plus the adverbial marker, wlJ, but it means 'this 
way' ; there is also an expression lll'there ' , all of which is l plus the dative marker, and an 
expression l七t ' after that', all of which seem to point to l also having a demonstrative 
(deictic) function (although it is not one of the usual demonstrative pronouns) so I am 
glossing it as'DEM'. 

6 A zero pronoun is used here, even though the referent is not the immediate topic 
7 While somewhat similar in form, the emphatic particle cfo is not the same particle as the 
simultaneous action marker ~In; e.g. 
a 心 E－叨吐gw7 cln! 

2s g DEM-ADV NF-say EMPH 
You said it this way! 

b . 心i 户3: cIn! 
2sg+AGT IMP-do EMPH 
(Why don't you) do it! 
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伐咖远．． 卢妇 迈.. 1). 

already make+lpl brewer's.yeast put.in+lpl 

put in the brewer's yeast we just made. 

血
cool 
压幻
LNK only.then 

记.. TJ. 
put.in+lpl 

only after (the rice) is cool do we put in (the brewer's yeast). 

恒m】4如
warm-weather 

吐 压必，
become LNK TOP 

If the weather becomes warm, 

缸西
a.little cool 

垃皿 匕
after only.then 

zt1:1) .• 
put.in+lpl 

we put the brewer's yeast in only after it is cool. 

妒口moi li, 
l p that upper.part.of.fire.area DAT 

on/towards the upper part of the fire area, 

g－叩幼i
DEM-ADV what 

四 3:-5
grass do+lpl-REDUP 

血
LNK 

in this way we put grass on top, 

缸m m如砌
wann follow 

after it is warm (has fermented), 

s 
`pthi 

n呻I
dregs 

如？
drip 

m呴
follow 

gui/ 邸
say LNK 

when the dregs drip down, 

呴lii Jl 3:. 
wine.container DAT do+ I pl 

(then) we put it in the wine container. 

8 First Township dialect bllll'only then'is equivalent to Third Township dialect 比il51J，
m如:71) lli. Compare the First Township clause above with the following Third Township 
clause of the same meaning: 
迦 m垃1J Id 勾：I].
cool follow only.then put.in+ I pl 

We put it in only after it is cool. 
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泣可－心m
cold-weather 

女立m1
three 竺ht

店 9

ADV 

in the winter only after three nights 

均响la
only.then wme.contaJner 

E 迈：IJ.
DAT put.in+lpl 

will we put it into the wine container. 

丘m 心，
summertime TOP 

(in the) summertime, 

匀订卢 占卢
two night one night 

ti 
ADV 

记.. 1J .. 

put.in+lpl 

after one or two nights we put it in (the wine container). 

妒
归

响”.
wine.con即ner

ll m:IJ 血m,
DAT put.in+ I pl after 

After we put it into the wine container, 

己 cIn比
one week 

g jrg赤，IO
ADV one.month 

one week, one month, 

贮 3：出 jrg,j仓
even.more make LNK one.month 

if止~ time is longer we place it for a month. 

.r3:. 
place/put+ I pl 

己 cIn比
one week 

ti 
ADV 

jrg5j仓
one.month 

ti 
ADV 

in a week or a month, 

戊丑5m

already 
平
drink+lpl 

c::ln. 
EMPH 

we can drink it. 

妒
归

呻 E-wd 龙.. 

wine DEM-ADV make+ 1 pl 
社
NOM+be 

Wine is made (by us) like this. 

E-w n, 
DEM-ADV NEG+be 

If it is not (done this way), 

9 This is an example of the INST marker used for a temporal adverbial phrase. 
10 叩亚？＇week'and jT.炉Jji'one month'are loans from Chinese (Mand. xTngqT and yfge 
yu~. respectively). 
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how would we make it? 
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3：比i？
do+lpl HS 
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` 必
、,. ` 

血。P

wine TOP that 

MAKING BREWER'S YEAST 
told by Tseng Yul知 (dU no?) 

呻，血，
brewer's.yeast TOP 

(For) wine, (the making of) that brewer's.yeast, 

枷中

barnyard .millet 
且．m－fi;mll

dry.in.sun+ l pl-RED UP 点
we dry the barnyard 皿llet in the sun, 

哗压乒过 血
extremely dry NOM do+lpl-REDUP LNK 

we make it very dry. 

工 d5 Jc.为比i 吨
stone.mortar LOC grind+lpl LNK also 

We use a stone mortar to grind it, 

函i 中叩江？
extremely fine EXT 

(and) grind it until it is very fine. 

竺 中叩立？ b:.r七J 血
extremely fine EXT grind+lpl-REDUP LNK 

We grind it until it is very fine. 

护
g

wd 
do/make 

~wa'l 
about.to 

匕:.I ~In. 
grind+ l pl EMPH 

m, 
follow 

When we are about to make the brewer's yeast, 

户志naJ ts51)1记 3:.
winnowing.tray all clean do+ I pl 

we clean the winnowing tray(s) . 

I I lil:m = S;)-ii血 [CAUS－曲］
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m wa 
wine do/make 

迈 呻加，
NOM brewer's.yeast 

远．．，

make+lpl 

We make brewer's yeast for making wine, 
呻 51)$ ~ja? E 血
millet grain that be LNK 

that is millet grain, 

工
stone.mortar 

心平~m
well(adv.) 

d k立丘m】血，
LOC grind+ I pl after LNK 

after we grind it in a stone mortar, 

仁I)
mortar 盘 抢加.. lJ一砰.. lJ 

pound+ l pl-REDUP 
n记
LNK 

we pound it well in a wooden mortar, 

沪：lJ，西 ti 3:-o 
pound+lpl water INST do+lpl-REDUP 

pound+lpl 

we pound it (mixed) with water, 

血 沧肋：IJ,
LNK 

沪．I)名血.. I) 成
pound+ I pl-RED UP LNK 

(having) pounded (it), 

妒 6 呻北屿 应迈 p7c? wd 顷砌 na:i ~in. 
that be LNK person eat NOM cake ADV piece mold+ I pl EMPH 

when that is done, we mold it into chunks the size of the cakes people eat 

妒
归

叩应， 产
brewer's.yeast NS 

nO. 
CL 需

That brewer's yeast, 

妒
归

E拉
DEM-DAT 点

that (brewer's yeast), 

缸 如函吨勾
long.ago time Tsawalong(Tibet) 

long ago we called Tibet''Tashi". 

＂丘汀＇ 红n 的
Tashi called+lpl NOM 

函呻勿
Tsawalong(Tibet) 

Tibetan brewer's yeast, 

cm应，
, brewer's .yeast 
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E 厄可屯立1J (;UZ应，
DEM smaJI-REDUP brewer's.yeast 

this little bit of brewer's yeast, 

戊贮砬 已缸 e?－叩 crukkii li 迈.. I), 
one a.little one a.little DEM-ADV brewer's.yeast DAT put.in+ 1 pl 

a little bit at a time, (we Dulong) mix in the brewer's yeast, 

51)tsi Jl a 曰
flour DAT one a.little 

记.. n-记.. 1), 
put.in+ 1 pl-RED UP 

血x a little into the (brewer's yeast) flour (before it has been make into a cake), 

勿a'l lle?－叩 c?－叩邸~:1).
chunk DAT DEM-ADV DEM-ADV spread(paste)+lpl 

we spread it on the ones made into cakes. 

IJ(J..i 垃皿

mold+ l pl after 

After we have molded it, 

妞e? we? wa 3... 
cake piece ADV do+ I pl 

we make it into pieces. 

妒
昢

党？ we? wa 3 .. 
pieces ADV do+ 1 pl 芒

After we make it into cakes, 

katsl 
bran 

函

much 
砌必
middle LOC 

we (put it) in the 而ddle of a lot of bran (chaff) 

e?－叩户呻 wa 立，
DEM-ADV top wine ADV place/put+ I pl 

like this put it on top, like with wine. 

m wa 
wine ADV 

丘：一心
put/place+ I pl-REDUP 

血
LNK 

After putting it on like wine, 

siJ 
flavorful(fermented) 

志心I), E E Jli. Jl 吐
follow that DAT this DAT turn.over+lpl 

when it has flavor (when it has fennented), tum it over and over. 

siJ 
tlavorful(fennented) 

m步1J，
follow 

When it has flavor (when it has fermented), 
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乒? 5J1I 卢 ti
night two night ADV 

卢·
tum .over+ I pl 

after two nights we turn it over. 

丘心m
winter 

如
two 竺佃

(Normally) in winter (we tum it) after two nights, 

北五吩m
hot. weather 

占卢 ti p:,k. 
one night ADV tum.over+ I pl 

In the hot weather we tum it after one night. 

心 吵卢 bl 吵,g5m wa 已
DEM-LNK NEG-tum .over+lpl LNK NEG-good COMP say 

They say if we don't tum it over, the yeast will not be good 

妒£ ~:,?, 
that be again 

After that, again, 

护
g

“如even.more 拧d
r
y

mIJ 
follow 需

when it is more dry, 

心IJg沺 t:51)-m5i 且可
well(adv.) what-CL bag 

we put it into a bag, 

必 ~:-3
LOC do+ I pl-RED UP 点

沪
t
O
p

凸
L
O
C

必泣：I).
hang+lpl 

(and) hang it on top (on the top part of the fireplace). 

妒
恤
呻区1Jm
also clean 

That we also have to make clean . 

51}ts1 m如1J
bran(flour) COM 

3: 
do+lpl 

立：
place/put+ I pl 

乒
NOM+be 

神
NOM 

n虹
LNK 

We put (hang) the flour and (the yeast cakes) together, 

cI drn比汀 wa 立，
one week ADV place/put+ I pl 

(we place it) for about one week, 
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millet flour(bran) 必

L
O
C
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立．．．

put/place+ I pl 

we put it in the millet bran/chaff. 

护
细

吐
become 

mm1) 
follow 需

(One week later) when it is done, 

“6心.. I}“穿
(name) NOM 

we call it "t放心：IJ".

幻.. n. 
call+lpl 

-ubag 
必

L
O
C

n:. 
put/place+ I pl 

(Again) we put it in a bag . 

g射，护 cm应，
DEM-LNK that brewer's .yeast 

After that, that brewer's yeast, 

贮
even.more 

a 
become 

m心1J
follow 

税
恤

after another stretch of time, 

护 p叩中In 3.. cIn，血
that sprinkle LNK do+ I pl EMPH wine 

we sprinkle (the brewer's yeast) (into grain) to make it, wine 

HOW TO MAKE A TRAP 
冲 k如d zi1 sc'i 

(tree-spring)trap how make NOM 
told by Li Yaohua (n~wal)沁rb血i)

血 zi1 民， 必迈 tsit ziI 迈．

trap make LNK start trap.string make NOM 

When making a trap, first the string is made . 

tsit n凸 i g 3 tsa订 ti 龙.. , 
trap .string TOP hemp INST make string INST make+lpl 

To make the trap-string, we use a string made of hemp, 
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母I m吐i 坦3？ 中 卢尹止，
string thick(round) piece(CL.for.rope) become twist+ l pl-REDUP 

(and) make it into a thick rope, 

(tsit) cE lai 匀 压 tl 龙 (gw) tsit－邸aJ 志总
string one side LOC bamboo INST make NOM string-holder attach+ 

on one end of the string, we tie a string holder made of bamboo, 

占匹句 od.It(;a zi1, 
one side LOC loop make 

on the other end make a loop, 

tsit zij mm心1J，一 立妒氐平:i,
foll string make finish follow spring(bamboo) cut+ I pl that spring 

when the string is done, we cut a bamboo spring, 

冲砌凸晌神疵3K－过．
trap area LOC strong NOM stick(in.the.ground)+ lpl-REDU 

(and) stick the spring into the ground (of the trap area). 

应t -string spring 
m屿
end(edge) 

匀 gwE工
LOC attach/tie+ 1 pl 

We tie the string onto the end of the spring (the one not in the ground), 

tsit [“gw凸沁 应jl2 匀吵JJ一血JJ 泗，
string meat tie NOM side LOC long-REDUP expose 

on the end of the string where the loop is, leave a long length of string, 

［垃｝ 迈压']I 3 句，占甲如 giiI 宁k
be.blocked NOM side LOC one a.little expose NOM attach+ I pl 

on the other end (where the string holder is) we leave (only) a little string, 

叩 Jl 胪仿立
spring DAT tie+ 1 pl 

(and) tie (it) to the spring, 

妒 t, piJ-pjJ 巴（伎），
that be soft(not.hard)-REDUP bamboo INST 

after that, we take a soft piece of bamboo, 

12 心炉咕幻 Iii is the side with the loop (n”比Q). Later in this line the reduphcallon 
changes the tone on the second token of m心1J'long'

13 t,1) slJ I庄s the side with the tsit 幻Ja7'string holder' 
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匕匹卢压知1 Ji 
that side that side ground DAT 

~1)必界切 d 凶过七北
bow(shaped.object) become stick(in.ground)+ I pl-RED UP 

(and) stick both ends of it into the ground to make a bow, 

叩 m 句，卢
spring end(edge) LOC below 

(and) pull down one end of the spring, 

tsit-lc订成 妒 5lJ必界切
string-holder that bow(shaped.object) 

(and) trap the holder in the bow. 

p3:l)一向，
pull(down)+ 1 pl-REDUP 

E 
DAT 

tl'l:1). 
trap+lpl 

13 

妒 t,
that be 

KAP归
crossbar 

g 3沪血 压
INST horizontal side 

因t-hl心
string-holder 

mt和t
NEG-let.go 

疤
NOM 

幻：IJ.
trap+lpl 

After that, we use the crossbar to trap the string holder into position . 

护 E' 坪U叩 g b区訰
that be bamboo-slice INST weave NOM 

After that, we place a thing woven out of bamboo strips, 

＇，产“红n 的血，护 kap它必如必立，
called NOM thing that crossbar above LOC put/place+ Ip 

a thing called”gi~m", on top of the crossbar, 

妒 t, n即rn g maJ今乒lJ14 砰 k平
that be moss/greens INST NEG-PREF-see NOM cover 

after that, cover it with moss/greens so it is not visible. 

切 m m如句，
cover finish afterward 

After covering it, 

tsit 51Jm吐呴 比灯 迈 3．．女，

string loop CAUS-meet-R/M NOM do+lpl-REDUP 

we make the string into a loop that can be pulled closed, 

14 Here the verb J3IJ 'to see'lakes the intransitivizing prefix, and so has the sense of'be 
visible'. There is also a tone change because of the two prefixes. 
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nI比In m述m
moss/greens above 

必
LOC 

and gently put moss/greens on top . 

wd 
do 

如

finish 

After doing that, 

m口1J，
after 

LaPolla 

记殴

gently 
丘．．．

put/place+ I pl 

血屿妇压卢红｝i 叩血l 吐如动
trap area that side that side go ab山ty NEG+have fence make+ I pl 

we make a fence on both sides so (animals) can't go (around) the trap. 

HOW TO MAKE A CROSSBOW 

记记 Kan“' zzl 迈
crossbow how make NOM 

told by Li Yaohua (n~WOI)沁r b1如）

ttJna :ziJ 迈，
crossbow make NOM 

The making of the crossbow, 

凶I， 血劭l51J, t让，
bow(part.of.crossbow) crossbow body.of.bow trigger 

is composed of (making) the bow, the body, the trigger, 

tld5n, 
string holder 

凶云
strmg 

the string, and the string holder. 

tl 戎群
INST make NOM+be 

凶l
bow 

niiI 
TOP 

心砌 rot-rot, 
tree.used .to .make.bow cut-REDUP 

Having cut down the tree(wood) especially used to make crossbows, 

心1J必g加
well(adv.) 

应加
small 

贮泳c?
only strip 

use a knife to cut the tree trunk into a smaller strip. 

位么'?-m?．
become shave-REDUP 

呴必庐m 吵 肿叩k－应 l牡15,
well(adv.) straight NOM tree-CL(straight.piece) find/look .for-REDUP 

Find a straight piece of wood, 
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曲砌凸叩k-tshc? ti 呴忒n,
bow middle LOC tree-CL(flat.piece) INST support .the .bottom-REDUP 

using a flat piece of wood to support the bottom of the middle part of the bow, 

匕比i 户 Ki 补i cmk－幻？
that side that side that tree-CL(straight.piece) 

li 女mk.
DAT fasten+lpl 

we fasten the straight piece of wood to the two sides of the bow . 

妒 互 l如 Jl 5:. 
that be steam DAT cook+lpl 

After that, we use steam to cook it. 

文＇ t m占1), m3i d 比.. m. 
cook finish follow fireplace .rack LOC dry(Vt.)+ I pl 

After we have finished cooking it, we dry it on the rack over the cooking stove. 

血址物血比皿砌过－达 动．二
crossbow body TOP firewood cut.into .small.strips+ I pl-RED UP make+ I 

(For) the body of the crossbow, cut the firewood into small strips . 

血知~1} 动 改 m如句，
crossbow body make finish follow 

After finishing the body part of the crossbow, 

cL lc'ii 匀IS 凶I
one side LOC bow 

叩 clma-ma
ADV draw-REDUP 

On one side, having drawn the shape of a bow, 

吵r
small.knife 

ti . puk. 
INST bore.small.hole+lpl 

we use a small knife to bore a small hole. 

pu'1 t:,n m如51), 心区－mtsE 凶f 忒.. 1). 
bore.small.hole finish follow slowly-RED UP bow put.in+ I pl 

After having bored a small hole, we slowly fit the bow into the hole. 

护 E, 位血 g tI占n 贞 t归
that be bone INST string.holder and trigger 

Then use bone to make the string holder and trigger. 

凶:11 n中 i ti 
bow .string TOP hemp INST 

15 d5 could be used here instead of,1). 

动．

make 
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心1J必乒m 动 (ti) 过七》k （血） 卢·
weWadv.) water INST soak-REDUP+lpl LNK rub+lpl 

To make the bow string, we soak hemp well in water and then rub it (roll it into 
string). 

严 t:m m如为护 E，护 凶忒 5li 屯 g 
rub finish follow that be that bow.string heavy thing INST 

After rubbing it, we use something heavy 

担－吐I
hang-REDUP 

心m妇
sunshine 

d3 li:m. 
LOC dry(vt.)+lpl 

to hang it to dry in the sun. 

拧 志心1J，
follow 

凶I
bow 

Jl 
DAT 

严：m也.. m, 
compare+lpl-REDUP 

When it is dry, we make it the same (length) as the bow, 

幻应户红i 吐氐．
that side that side(=both sides) CAUS-be.around+lpl 

(then) make a noose at each end. 

凶云
stnng 

过

make 
巴

finish 
m1), 
follow 

凶r 恬
bow DAT 

gw釭
fasten+lpl 

When the string is done, we fasten it to the bow. 

凶工过妇 凸砬勀竘函r 店 吐的K.
string middle-REDUP LOC small thread INST CA US-be .around+ I pl 

In the (exact) middle of the string, we wrap another little string around it to protect it 

ttinli zt1 t5n m如1)， 心平均~m 如｝ d 乒1)16.
crossbow make finish follow well(adv.) accurate Q look(try)+lpl 

When the crossbow is done, we test it to see if it is accurate 

必叫 呻 0i 归由1J 的血n 戊－mt,
arrow TOP very(big) hard NOM bamboo cut.down+lpl-REI 

For the arrow, having cut down a very hard bamboo, 

51)吵~1)砰
half-RED UP 

kap-Ka7 
barnboo-CL(strip) 

动．．．

make+lpl 

we make strips by cutting the bamboo in half. 

16 ap'shoot'would also be possible here. 
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妒 i, 江让m:,i
that be rack.over.the.cooking.stove 

After that, we smoke it on the fireplace rack. 

17 

凸必JEk,
LOC smoke+ I pl 

志血－n中 吐 m如句，
long. period.of.time-RED UP pass(become) follow 

After a long time, 

kap-Ka2 应氐砌心泣立n m .. i千士i,
bamboo-CL(strip) small-RED UP cut.into .small.pieces+ 1 pl-RED UP 

we cut the bamboo strips into smaller strips, 

吆cf
small.knife 

ti Jrut. 
INST shave 

缸 改 m如匆
shave finish follow 

then shave them with a small knife. After shaving them, 

心庐m 心妞， 护 E, 让叩中加 ti, 
well(adv .) CAUS-straight+lpl that be fresh .bamboo INST 

we make them straight, and then use fresh bamboo to make something like 
wings, 

缸动丑I 动尸k.
wing make-RED UP attach+ I pl 

(and) attach the wings to the arrow. 

WHY MONKEYS STEAL HUMAN FOOD 
told by Li Yaohua (n;)WOIJ沁rb正小）

妇 冲北屿 DlJ印？颂'a7 blakpai ti 3: l 7 比iwa.
long.ago time human baby caregiver monkey AGT do/make HS 

Long ago monkeys took care of babies for people . 

D 垃户 让－亟 呻平切－吐吁匀，
3-father 3-mother daytime-REDUP 

During the day, the child's parents 

! 7 Although normally there is no lengthening of the vowel of the verb to mark second or 
伽rd person, in clauses where a 加rd person actor referent is being contrasted with some other 
referent (in this case, the monkey rather than someone else; a sort of narrow focus), and in 
most imperatives, again where the actor involved is contrasted with some other possible actor, 
the verb often has a long vowel, just as with first person plural marking. See Yang 2000 for 
discussion 
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血－垃皿 m为过 乒J_ - ~血 wd E Ji 比iwd.
mind-many NEG-need ADV field work DAT go HS 

could go to work the field without having to worry (about the child). 

勿立
food 

kuil 店乒m
also very(big) good 

片

f
S

wH 

The crop grew very well, 

blakpai ti 心g3? 001)必~m 3 .. wa. 
monkey AGT baby well(adv.) work HS 

the monkey took good care of the baby. 

“I土-fa产ther 
~m仓” gull & 兀它'l 女 比iwa.
卜mother say know.how until do HS 

It did this up to the time (the baby) could say "Mommy and Daddy" 

mg3? 幻i m5m1J, blakpai 吐l3?ts:,t om, 
baby big follow monkey CAUS-retum time become follow 

When the child was big, when it was time to send the monkey back, 

颂aJ 纽皿，如初 g 立1 迅如占 志
caregiver fee human AGT quiver(arrow.case) lid one CL 

the person only gave a quiver lid full of payment (not money) . 

眨 zI 吵i吭．妒 m硒 bl吐]Y.>i 志心 S3i wd. 
only give HS that follow monkey nose spicy HS 

Because of this, the monkey became very angry . 

妒 血l 志氐心？ cB pe?-pe? ne? 志I3？加，
that quiver lid buttock LOC stick(v .)-REDUP eye stare LNI< 

The monkey stuck the lid to his rear end, 

C£ k.如己一 5匹t :,In 应 Ji 比1Wd
one jump one Jump(iump.and.skip) jump LNK return go HS 

and staring (at them) jumped back (home). 

blakpai 心？ 妒 m如勾 血l 5l)m血
monkey buttock that follow TOP fur/h础

Therefore, the monkey's rear end doesn't grow hair. 

志K动 E 比iv
NEG-grow be HS 

bl宁i E-wd 动记 s~i 志n:;'jl),
monkey DEM-ADV nose spicy(angry) follow 

When the monkey got angry, 
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5函lJ Pln 必 m土庐m18 Wd oo 比i"
human heart/liver LOC NEG-good COMP become(suffer) HS 

the person felt bad . 

护 mlJ bl宁i g E4Wd 砰：1J wa, 
that follow monkey DAT DEM-ADV say HS 

So the man said to the monkey, 

血 b血it竘血戊社呴加立“ 产1J叩．
later edge.of.the.field ABL IMP -see come say HS 

"Later you can come to the edge of the field and see (eat a bit)." 

妒 血皿
that after 

础er that, 

bla如i ep m如勿血 5比1J 血迈1 如群 吨
monkey that follow TOP human grain steal NOM+be HS 

monkeys steal grain from humans. 

WHY DOGS HA VE LONG TONGUES AND CAN'T TALK 

必gI 吐d 卢应s 呻比 gui1 叩咄的职

dog why tongue long words say ability NEG+! NOM story 
told by Li Yaohua (n~wol)沁r bJ泣i)

四如囡如血呤I 也 gui1 幻 比iw
long.ago time Jong.ago time TOP dog words say know.how HS 

It is said long ago dogs knew how to talk. 

OOn吩记
livestock 

，

小
L

必gr E 
dog be 

晌）必，也 guil 幻砰19
middle LOC words say know .how NOM 

比iwa.
HS 

It is said among the livestock the one that knew how to talk was the dog. 

缸如四吵 nih
long.ago time long .ago time TOP 

I 8 :x:1'spirit of a dead person' would also be possible instead of m5-g~m 
1 9 It would be possible to use na, instead of ga, here 
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必gr 贞 waJ 5砬1J ti 迅.. giiI E 
dog and pig person AGT raise NOM be 

It is said long ago (a) dog and (a) pig were raised by (a) person 

53K-m－屿aster 
ti 必gI, wa'/ E (n甸
AGT dog pig DAT TOP 

呴 呻 guil 知 呻 比iwa,
what also say anything NEG+have HS 

比iwa.
HS 

The master did not say anything to the dog or the pig (i .e., he w邸 satisfied with 
their work, and) 

5X1Ull 必 心we1Jll必~m 51)迈 zr 比i叩．
evening morning food give HS 

gave them food (fed them well) morning and night. 

5K一屿 tl 心da叩ytime－-心RE叩DUP 3-master AGT 

必gr 贞 wa? 女血 wa 1l 志:Jii:l) 比iwa.
dog and pig field do PURP send.out HS 

The master would send the dog and the pig out to work the field every day. 

女mii wdE 
field do DAT 

的砌 bl, 
send.out LNK 

wa'l 占贞占贞血－志配 （叩） wa 比iwa.
pig one day one day NEG-rest ADV do HS 

When they were sent out to work the field, the pig would work all day without resti!. 

必gr 血 wa7
dog TOP pig 

女血
field 

wd 
do 

血
time 

5m立 比如
field edge 

出
L
O
C

卯比iwd.
sleep HS 

When the pig was working the field, the dog would sleep by the edge of the field 

~x.nui 
night 
凶氐1diJm如1)
return time arrive follow 

p 立
0

nT 

必gr g 
dog AGT 

wa7 ti 
pig AGT 。

`3d 
5m丘
field 

必
LOC 

20 Here there is a tone change(< r5nd) because of the add山on of the negative prefix 
21 The expression tsot 51)~1'time'or the norninalizer 沁 could be used here instead of tsot 
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必gr m 它 5b枷即22 妇 4;iwd.
dog footprint only/just make.mark NOM step.on HS 

At night, when it was time to return, the dog would leave his footprints in the field 
where the pig had worked. 

w出如辽 wd 氐n m如51J nth, 
pig field do finish follow TOP 

为 ~1) 心心产，
tired follow rest time 

When the pig finished working the field and was tired and resting, 

芒
吵 LU、皿 E b? 比iwd, 5x.nur dD 志心lJ n中，
first house DAT return HS night arrive follow TOP 

the dog would first go home and at night 

必gI (ti) 址－屿 Jl 屿deceive 
比iwa,

dog AGT 3-master DAT HS 

would deceive the master (saying): 

”“砌！ 血加？ W必 匈 血 Q 贞 Q pr 
1-master friend pig 3sg TOP one day one day 

:Sm丘 比 d5 冉slee）， p field edge LOC 

妒 血 女血 W51J dEn nn 匈 ti n父．．．＂

Jsg TOP field do+lsg tired NEG-tired 3sg AGT NEG-know 

"Master! Friend Pig, he sleeps all day at the edge of the field, not knowing whether or 
not I am tired working in the field." (i.e.: "not caring whether I am tired or not from 
doing all the work") 

必gI E-wd 
dog DEM-ADV 

5K－屿 1ikl叩
3-master DAT deceive 

The dog deceived his master in this way. 

让砌
3-master 

001)必乒m
well 

nit如
think-RIM 

The master thought about this for a while/well, 

,':Sg:, 如江了 1i 呻

l sg field DAT also 
m土泣可，
NEG-go+lsg 

(and said to himself,) "I haven't gone to the field, 

比iwa.
HS 

比iwa,
HS 

22 It would be possible to use the topic marker nill instead of g凸 here
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Q p? guil 硒） kd ti 
one CL(person) say NOM word INST 

5ni23 Zil maJ_zi1 gail 叩 m诅，
who right NEG-right say ability NEG+have 

(so) I can't say on the basis of one person's word who is right and who 1s wrong, 

呻沧3 如m ll 乒lJ
later 1 sg field DAT see 

住巴 jwrJ."
PURP go+ 1 sg want+ I sg 

later I want to go to the field myself to see." 

E扫 nih 必gI E-waguil 区位，放k匈 ti
DEM-LNK TOP dog DEM-ADV say LNK also 3-master AGT 

This way, when the dog talks like this, the master 

妇wh芦ich 
.P? ne? bi wa m士p..1J 比iwa.
CL(person) eye big ADV NEG-see HS 

won't be biased towards either of them .24 

补} U血 血 5K一屿 tsba7 wa 血I wa Ii Ji 瓜呱
that after TOP 3-master secretly ADV peep do PURP go HS 

After that, the master went to secretly spy on them. 

缸乒卢 E 呻屿 001)必护m 51)正 zf 血
which CL(person) DAT also morning well food give LNI 

In the morning after he fed each of them well and 

女血 wa Ji 志竘l0IJ，
field do DAT send.out-REDUP 

sent them out to the fields to work, 

四rtiiJm 区，迂m 住 Ji 比iwa.
behind after ABL peep PURP go HS 

He went behind them to spy on them . 

让屿如m E 
3-master field DAT 

The master went to the field. 

Ji 
go 

比iwa.
HS 

23 应p钉3？＇咖ch-CL(for people)'could be used instead of :inf here 
24 ne7 tAi J:)IJ, 血rally "eye big see" is a metaphor for'have a bias' 
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g忒 q n n血
begin one day TOP 

The first day, 

waJ 呻 庄mJxrmI 兀它？ “3? 如－0t)-giII
pig TOP heaven-evening EXT 团） move-RP25-REDUP 

女mii wa wa, wa7 血 旺 n、， wa、 n wa. 
field do HS pig TOP slack .off NEG-do MP HS 

the pig worked from morning until night in the field, wagging his tail, and didn't slack off 

戍，必gr 血
DEM-LNK dog TOP 

E-W E上记
DEM-ADV DEM-LNK 

女凸
field LOC 

血必g
NEG-see 

wd. 
HS 

(The master) did not see the dog in the field. 

空
i

缸
word 

m，飞卫？tm?.
NEG-say-RED UP 

He didn't say anything about this. 

必gI 贝 waJ m汪？凶r,
dog and pig NEG-arrive time 

Before the dog and pig arrived, 

5b立－应
quickly-REDUP 

amn lll3？七？血
house DAT retum-REDUP TOP 

he quickly returned to the house, 

勿正垃．．－龙．．， 必gr 贞 wa? ll re比I wa zI 比iwa
food make-REDUP dog and pig DAT the.same ADV give HS 

made the food and gave it to the dog and pig equally (the same to each). 

放mIr diJ m如51),
evening arrive follow 

必gr 5k屿佐
dog 3-master DAT 

北？也i wd gall 比iwa,
again before ADV say HS 

In the evening the dog, as before, said to the master, 

"rrl waJ IE 51)立为me'l 凸贞－江， l和了呻 m5-叩．
2sg pig DAT food wastefully LOC NF-give work also NEG-do 

"You are giving the pig food for nothing, as he doesn't work 

25 lt (- 15) is an optional reduplication particle (RP). In this clause the verb w~t'wag'could 
also have been used, i.e. w~t-lt-w~t. 
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oo 
2sg 

nit 吐乒， 句
mind NF-good 3sg 

ti 
AGT 

m士过“
NEG-know 

You have a good heart but he doesn't know it (doesn't appreciate it)." 

E-wd 戌 呻 5K－屿 glJ 呻咬严吨
DEM-ADV DEM-LNK also 3-master what also NEG-say HS 

The master still didn't say anything about this, 

戊压凸眨 p..lJ
one time LOC only look 

m-F幻： WCI.
NEG-know(clearly) HS 

he only looked one time, (so) he wasn't sure. 

妒
归

U血

after 
丑－K－K北戏．民，
PREF-time-REDUP peep LNK 

After spying on them several times, 

必gr 北运穸 呻 wa.
dog lie NOM+be EMP HS 

(he found) it was the dog who was lying. 

记叩 l注 wa giiJ wa'l &;;£ { 
really work do NOM pig only 

It was only the pig who was really working 

呻be 吨
EMPHS 

艺r 心呻硒
daytime slack.off 

wa, 
do 

In the daytime the dog slacked off, 

放皿扫mI 励凶 江In, 5K－砌恬 kl叩咄
night-REDUP before return LNK 3-master DAT deceive HS 

and every night returned first and lied to the master. 

wa'l 
pig 
血妇
TOP word 

gw1 m土过
say NEG-know 

The pig didn't know how to talk, 

E－扫必gI 血幻 gail 幻．
DEM-LNK dog TOP word say know 

but the dog knew how to talk. 

妒
g

m如句 n缸
follow TOP 

5K－砌如r ll 
3-master 3dua\ DAT 
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吽i 勿迈 zr 比i叩．
the.same food give HS 

This way, the master first gave them the same food. 

25 

晔" m如句 血 5K－砌 必gr E E-wd guil wa, 
later become follow TOP 3-master dog DAT DEM-ADV say HS 

Later, the master said to the dog: 

“中 心 切 呻 mg名m? 礼
now 2sg what also NEG+NF-say IMP 

"Now don't you say anything, 

吐励 缸 界切 户will叩+IJl，sg 2-master word say 

your master (I) want to talk. 

蚐 oo P 呻 卢钮·, 志n 呻 卢知，
now 2sg belly also NF-full(of.food) tired also NF-tired 

Now your stomach is full and you are tired, 

岱is d5 卢式心 垃 nr炉 p-̀ ga:1̀  , 

LOC IMP-rest POL mouth IMP-open 

come here and rest, and open your mouth. 

心 户lai 乒IJ 兑可＇， g-W g.lJ m如句，
2sg tongue see want+lsg DEM-ADV say follow 

I want to see your tongue." He said like this. 

必gi nfp,J ga:i-gai (:Jln) ~lai 龙.. 
dog mouth open-open LNK tongue suck.out 巴
When the dog opened his mouth and stuck out his tongue, 

址－屿 tl
3-master AGT 

The master pulled it, 

p:Jlai 位：1位：l，
tongue pull-RED UP 

必gr Jl E-wd 乒比1J
dog DAT like.this say 

x5S wH ".` JU尹刀
NF-see 

氐
LNK 

He said to the dog like this: "If you look at it, 

吐 5邸
2s g lie 

迅－过 Wd 血砬 Jinm, 
know.how-REDUP COMP NEG-become seem 

It seems like you don't know how to lie, 
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心 JD p5lai ti 卢-kl吨',
2sg this tongue INST NF-deceive 

you use this tongue to lie (to me), 

户 Plai 心 li 巨I] 呻 :,Igil 呻

this tongue 2sg DAT what also use NEG+have 

this tongue is of no use to you. 

乒 Plai 呻 比，
this tongue NEG+have LNK 

If you didn't have this tongue, 

吐 呴必[g:>m l血 卢－吐 血 £. 
2sg well work NF-do perhaps be 

you might work well." 

祚i 伍五n nih, 艺r p5Jai m 比iwa,
that after TOP tongue long HS 

After that, the dog's tongue was long, 

也 guil 叩呻 囚wa.
word say ability NEG+have HS 

and he did not have the ability to speak. 

THE STORY OF NISHAM, THE FLOOD, 
AND THE CREATION OF THE DIFFERENT PEOPLES 

by Li Yaohua (n;)WCII)尤r biiizi) 

凶如凶如妇I) 硒必
long.ago time long.ago time human village LOC 

Long ago, in a human village 

正吐m
(name) 

幻.. n 诅

named have/exist 

there lived a person named "Nisham".26 

比lwa,
HS 

皿血牢应 83, n贮？知f 匕似wa妒．

that (name) TOP fly also know .how tail also grow HS 

That Nisham could fly and had a tail. 

26 Also called nimui;~m. 
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血
(name) 品兰心 记

o
d

初
f
o

k3i 
妞

m血J
NEG-allow 

is wH 

Nisham didn't allow the people to eat their food, 

如1)
human 

51)迈
food 

k5i-k5i 
eat-REDUP 

尸叩
just.about.to 

m如l),
follow 

just as they were about to eat their food, 

罕 l心1 沪 Ii 砌砌 Ji 
food pot above DAT tree DAT 

he would take the pot up a tree 

年
snatch 

and eat it, 

zrn 
LNK 

缸.. f27 wa, 
eat HS 

卢记 k江－k也 必肛位zl Jl rwp 血 3.. @i)” 
阱J which-REDUP beautiful tree DAT grab LNK do HS 

and would grab whichever girls were beautiful up to the tree and do (rape) them 

妒 m硒
that follow 

n社 如压1) 吐血七记28
TOP human CAUS-get.together-REDUP- RIM 

Therefore, the people got together 

血立迈 bJawdwa.
(name) kill NOM discuss do/make HS 

and discussed killing Nisham . 

妒
昢 m(name) 

q血

house 
(1l) 吐妞，
DAT invite-REDUP 

They invited Nisham into the house, 

吐
below .the.house 总 E~Wd 巴呴 wa, 

DEM-ADV say HS 

and said from below the house, 

“土hni位，
I-uncle (name) 

ni仁？ p垃：m 立“
叫 IMP-hang.down come29 

"Uncle Nisham, please hang your tail down." 

27 k~i would also be possible here. 
28 t~江血n-t;,口血n4让 would also be possible here. 
29 mt(or 出）＇come'also has the sense of making the imperative more polite 
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血？位：m 应必的卢丘pii ti 咸咄血，
tail hang.down time nine CL strong(man) AGT pull-REDUP 

When he hung his tail down, nine strong men pulled on it, 

n~p~ 卢·mp记n 巨
doorway ABL pike INST 

and from the doorway speared him with a pike. 

~z:,:.r wa. 
spear(v.) HS 

立氐1m,
比11 finish follow 

ni0m ci 界泸I) Jl 缸t wa. 
(name) dead body water DAT throw HS 

After killing him, they threw Nisham's body into the water, 

己 贮功 血比，幻t bi 
one (unit of measure of distance) reach LNK the .more big 

with each'~I)" that it moved down the water, 

占贮为 da 比辽 础
one (unit of measure of distance) reach LNK the.more big 

it got bigger and bigger、

呻户西血m 硒） m玑
finally below water without NOM place 

finally, it got to the place where there was no more water (where the water goes dm 

m ci gtll ti 西
(name) dead body INST water 

and the body stopped up the water, 

补i m呴 西 bi 比1咐，
that follow water big HS 

therefore the water got bigger. 

补i 血如I 已
that time 3d) brother.and .sister 

At that time, a brother and sister 

m? 匕？ Ii Ji 
mushroom pick DAT go 

went mushroom picking, 

m? E奴－n血
mushroom DEM-LNK-TOPIC 

as for the mushrooms, 

比i叩．
HS 

双 比iwa.
stop.up HS 
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江户 Ji diJ 压，江 j wa, 
the .more above DAT reach LNK the.more have HS 

there were more and more the higher they went. 

江 K北叩 呻 mi咖 wa. 
basket how also NEG-full HS 

No matter what the basket wouldn't fill up. 

户磁皿？ 曰 " 
、

cl－印互-• ci－龙－五幻'. gull #fn, 
泣 bird also water-flood-REDUP water-flood-REDUP say LNI 

-IS The birds 迎d "there's a flood, there ' s a flood!", 

dow 

护 E 沪 E 牢叩．
above DAT above DAT fly HS 

and flew higher and higher. 

血 出叩叩 志li E 午1aJ 囚戒．
later (place name) place DAT arrive HS 

Finally, the people arrived at''k.5wakarpu". 

ciz江 平句疹呻 E-lt diI..3OW. 
flood. water water AGT also DFM-DAT reach HS 

The flood water also reached there. 

罕乙切 砬gbuJ 必为
3d1 brother.and.sister cliff.side LOC sit 

The brother and sister sat at the bottom of a cliff、

wa. 
HS 

ci血 西纭如f 已为 li
flood . water water AGT 3dl brother.and.sister sit DAT 

“m心
batten31 

占叩 ti 立
one CL INST only 

n: 
NEG-reach 

wd, 
HS 

The flood water stopped just one batten's width away from where the brother 
and sister were sitting. 

知 m坛勿 釭屯＇的加红，已立皿 E 比iw
human COM(follow) anive NOM snake aJso one pair be HS 

There was a pair of snakes that went with the humans. 

30.uap 'arrive'would be possible here instead of da. 

3 1 Board for pac血g threads on a loom. 
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妒垃 西 E 应屁 3 压，
that snake water DAT throw DAT do LNK 

When the people were going to throw the snakes into the river, 

”并边I ni一贮 区，
lpl NF-throw+lpl LNK 

(The snakes said) "If you throw us into the river, 

啦可加？ 应泗j 民”归(i gull 庄iwa.
2pl also let-NEG+NF-exist pl DEM-ADV say HS 

you won't live either," the snakes said. 

如

snake 
妒 m
that follow 

Therefore snakes still exist. 

诅乒比i吨
exist NOM+be HS 

妒 Cizin ci 辛贞必神尸 o m 比 如吭．
that flood.water water nine day nine night become follow recede HS 

The water receded after nine days and nights. 

妒 m如句，
that follow 苦
Then the brother and sister 

血
brother.and.sister 

P 码 Jl 5屿匕 E 凶 比iwa.
below village DAT human look.for PURP return(vi.) HS 

returned to the village to look for people. 

缸也应也胪 比呻；如句 ma必拉比iwa.
WH-LOC WH-LOC look.for LNK also human NEG-have HS 

Wherever they looked, there were no people. 

血3 凶匀 血卢 la Jl Ji 
that.way that.way TOP look.for PURP go 

They each went their own way to look, 

32 Ja would also be possible here. 

比吨
LNK also 

33 幻 is not one of the usual demonstrative pronouns, but seems to have originally had such 
a meaning, and is now limited to certain 心omatic phrases, such as this one. As 151) can mean 
'river valley', this expression might mean'that valley and that valley'. Cf. also the Rawang 
phrase 记1J 幻ll, a phrase meaning'to each other'used in reciprocals, where s夕n and 1g are 
dative markers(LaPolla 2000). 
34 ll would also be possible here. 
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切nurJxrmr 习3? 砸－pl g兄 nm? wa. 
night-REDUP again self-di get.together RECIP HS 

and then came back together each night. 

物l 呻 n wd 位 k:1i 比，
fire also NEG+have ADV meat eat LNK 

They had no fire, so when they ate meat, 

户 pomli 心sumnl的ight 
li 必界切 zfn k:,i 比iwa,

woman woman DAT roast LNK eat HS 

the woman cooked (her meat) in the sun and ate it, 

衄
man 

坎1J比
man 

丑－垃刃
PREF-raw 

koi 比iwa.
eat HS 

but the man ate it raw (lit:'ate raw ones'). 

如P5 卫平．JUlP m如,I),
night sleep-REDUP follow 

Every night, when it was time to sleep, 

（边1)JJf) 怂初 凸物 吐氐凸
(3dl) between LOC water.carrying .tube lid .of .tube LOC 

in between them they would put water in a cup (the lid of a carrying tube) 

西立订n 卯 Wa.
water put LNK sleep HS 

of water and sleep. 

呻． diJ..diJ
morning reach-RED UP 

In the morning, 

Wli m切句，
AfJV follow 

西志ik5m
water lid.of .tube 

ma必gi1l
NEG-move 

比
LNK 

吨
奾

that cup of water wasn't moved (no one moved the cup), 

回压匀，切匹匀心幻 总立IJ七让36 WO. 

back side LOC back side LOC LOC naturally CAUS-sit-R/M HS 

but it ended up behind them (moved itself). 

35 Both 立rf and :1江口fare acceptable. 
36 Here there is a tone change on 点1J'sit ' because of the addition of the renexive/血ddle
marker. 
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如I ce k:)(a 区匕
3d) one time one time naturally 

士冉心让
PREF-sleep-RIM 

The brother and sister ended up sleeping together unintentionally 

5mmf 丹沪
night sleep 

m心，
prepare 

E-wd 
DEM-ADV 

咖:,t

swear(hope) 

At night when they were preparing to sleep, 

，补砌 5砬lJ 勿拉l .D bE, 
lpl human seed put/leave LNK 

they swore "If we are the seeds of human-kind, 

西 必绅
water nme 宁 应女泣I

let-flow 

、－- " EMPH 

let nine rivers flow." 

吐．
morning 

da m5心1},
reach follow 

When the morning came, 

乒匈8
really 

必神
nme 宁 竘 匀由

water flow 

nine rivers really did flow. 

祚} m心1J 血 E-wd guil wa, 
that follow TOP DEM-ADV say HS 

Therefore they said, 

宁 g幻od 严(name) 
u匈m 幻 ti 
heaven god AGT 

4公IJ 3严丘序 m血＇

比iwd.39

HS 

human seeds put/leave NOM+be EMPH 

"We are the human seeds left by the god of heaven 岱miiI."

WO. 
HS 

比iwa,
HS 

E-wa gui1 血呾waJ
DEM-ADV say LNK husband.and .wife 

wa 
do 

比iwa.
HS 

Saying like this they then became husband and wife. 

3? BothJ叩 and Jip are acceptable 
38 血记 could be used here instead of乒S:Jl)

39 rl could be used in place of 比J here, to show that the action happened at night 
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勿JJ1 nwaJ wd 丘mL
3dl husband.and. wife do after 

After the two became husband and wife, 

扣l 励b 必绅 p'1 户血 必伊 p? 3 .. 比iwa.
child boy nme CL girl nme CL do HS 

they gave birth to nine boys and girls. 

护严l 西贞
that children eldest.boy and e平~~st.girl
Those children (paired off) with the oldest boy marrying the oldest girl, 

cln 贞
second.eldest.boy and 

P 
second .eldest.girl 

迦迦
one.after.another 

n叩
husband.and. wife 

wa 
do 

WCI. 
HS 

the second boy marrying the second girl, etc. 

m5li 
place 

斗加
PREF-divide 

m或 bt,
RECIP LNK 

When it was time to divide up (go to) different places, 

~heart/lIn iver 
斗s5i n泣 wa. 
PREF-spicy RECIP HS 

they were jealous of each other. 

守2 m口1J 血 必订 ap 吵m n泣 兀 比iwa.
That follow TOP bow shoot compete RECIP CAUSE HS 

Therefore (the parents) had them compete in shooting the bow. 

凶I ap 屁
bow shoot LNK 

When they shot the bows, 

由贞呴 (ti) 它 bi 如｝比iwa.
eldest.boy and eldest.girl AGT only very(big) accurate HS 

only Pung (eldest boy) and Nang (eldest girl) shot accurately 

护
归

m如~I), 向贞
follow eldest.boy and 

心lJ
eldest.girl 

Therefore the oldest 
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户
Chinese 

nli 
place 

LaPolla 

1m:l 
allocate/divide 

were given (sent to) the Chinese area . 

cIn p[ 冲

wa. 
HS 

second.eldest.boy and second .eldest.girl 

The second oldest, 

m址im5li 叩 Hd:l wa. 
Tibetan place DAT allocate/divide HS 

were given (sent to) the Tibetan area . 

屿 m扣，
Dulong place 

The Dulong area, 

丘En pI 呴 E 妇吨
third .eldest.boy and third.eldest.girl be HS 

was (given to) the third oldest. 

m 士加 m动 bE, 
song PREF-divide RECIP LNK 

When they divided up the songs, 

户 贞 m~i ti ，西 (ti) 
Chinese and Tibetan AGT bag INST 

the Chinese and the Tibetans used bags to get their share. 

屿 tl 晌 (ti) 吐
Dulong AGT type .of.basket INST collecr 

吐 比iwa.
collect HS 

比iwd.
HS 

The Dulongs used a basket with holes to get the songs (and they came out) 

凶丘妒血0 m m幻．． wa. 
Dulong AGT that TOP song NEG-know.how HS 

So the Dulongs don't know how to sing (don't know any songs) . 

m沪土白 血比，
horse PREF-divide REC IP LNK 

When (they) divided up the horses (among themselves) , 

40 比 could be used here instead of nw to more clearly show the causation ('because of this') 
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屿 tl 邮 迅：一动，
Dulong AGT walking .stick make-RED UP 

the Dulong made a walking stick (and said), 

,'5g:, imgw p laJ-€' (gui1”.) -:lJ 
I sg horse this let-be say LNK say 

"Let this be my horse." he said. 

35 

wd. 
HS 

屿呻i 护血41 m 呻 # 叫WO.
Dulong place that TOP horse NEG+have NOM+be HS 

Therefore the Dulong place is one without horses. 

屿凸动砰
DuJong LOC exist/sit NOM 

Since the Dulong place is lived in 

曰n 贞呴 g mIJ , 
third.eldest.boy and third.eldest.girl be follow 

by the third oldest, 

＂～比五 均“ 红n 妇咄．
third.eldest river.valley called HS 

it is called "c~让:hni l:,g" (''third eldest river valley"). 

41 See previous note. 
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1-, 2-, 3-
ABL 
ADV 
AGT 
CAUS 
CAUSE 
CL 
DAT 

EMPH 
EXT 

HS 

INST 
LNK 
LOC 
NEG 
NF 

NOM 
NS 

PREF 

PURP 

RECIP 
REDUP 

RIM 

RP 
RQ 

LaPolla 

ABBREVIATIONS 

I st, 2nd, and 3rd person possessive prefixes 
ablative marker 
adverbial marker 
agentive marker 
causative prefix 
causative auxiliary verb 
numeral classifier 
dative/allative marker; used for'anti-agentive'marking, 1.e. to 
mark animate monotransitive patient arguments and dative 

arguments. 
emphatic tone of voice marker 
verbal action extent marker (the element before the marker is the 
extent reached by the verbal action) 
hearsay marker; in the traditional stories it is used on almost 
every complete clause, and could be translated as "It is said that 
…”,but I have left it untranslated 
instrumental marker (same form as agentive) 
linker (links two clauses or discourse segments) 
locative and temporal marker 
negative prefix 
non-first-person actor marker; marks a situation where a speech 
act participant is mentioned in the clause , but the speaker is not 
the actor 
nominalizer 
numeral substitute (used with classifier when no numeral is 
present) 
intransitivizing prefix; with a non-singular actor it gives the verb 
a reciprocal sense 
purposive marker (marks purpose of action — same form as 
dative) 
optional postverbal reciprocal marker (ma?) 
reduplication of verb to show completed action (if dynamic verb) 
or intensification or adverbialization (if stative verb); with nouns 
and interrogative pronouns reduplication has a distributive sense 
reflexive/middle marker; often used for intransitivizing transitive 
verbs 
optional reduplication particle 
rhetorical question marker 
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TOP topic marker 
WH interrogative pronoun 

37 

I have kept some of the phonetic variation found in the original transcription, 
such as having both e加iJ and lwil for'(in) this way'，必 and n中 for the topic 
marker (which is also used at the end of clauses, and so sometimes glossed as 
"LNK"), and bl and 妇i for the ubiquitous linking particle. There are also a few 
cases of morphophonemic sandhi variation, such as the change from nasal to 
voiceless stop (e.g. the prefix ／匀－I> [~k-] when followed by a voiceless stop; 
/k中n/'bamboo'> [kap] in kap-kal'bamboo strip'). 
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